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Nuclear Power Expands
by Gene Mechanic
In August of 1956, Leo Goodman, science
consultant to the United Auto Workers of America
scheduled a legislative breakfast during which Michigan
and Ohio Congressmen received a copy of the Atomic
Energy Commission's Advisory Committee on Reactive
Safeguards report on the proposed Fermi Atomic
Power Plant to be constructed halfway between
Detroit and Toledo. Goodman feels that he took a
chance against criminal prosecution by securing and
publishing the classified, but his gamble had merit. As
he paraphrases its contents the report said, "that the
fast-breeder reactor has problems which we (scientists)
do not understand at this time. Therefore it would be
unwise to build such a plant in a populated area until
we know that this type of reactor can definitely be
controlled. If we take a chance, the plant might
explode and destroy the cities of Detroit, Windsor, and
Toledo."

Volume 2, Number 5

AEC Chairman Lewis L Strauss had kept the report
a secret, refusing at first to give to the Joint
Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy and
announced
before the AEC had approved the
construction permit, that he would attend the Fermi
groundbreaking
ceremony.
The AEC issued the
permit only four days before groundbreaking and at
the Lagoona Beach ceremony
Strauss attacked
congressional critics, who had finally forced him to
release the report as enemies of free enterprise.
The permit specified that, it was for construction
only and that an operating license would depend on
"reasonable assurance" that the health and safety of
the public would not be endangered. However, feeling
that reasonable assurance was not enough,the Detroit
based UAW intervened, and overruled by the AEC in
1959, they won a reversal in the U.S. Court of Appeals,
which set aside the Fermi permit as illegal, 280 F 2d
645,649 (D.C., 1960)
,

Unchecked
But the Power Reactor Development Corporation
(PRDC) appealed to the Supreme Court, which ruled
7-2 in June, 1961, that the safety and site findings
were adequate and that the AEC construction permit
was legal, 367 U.S. 396 (19611.
The issues -in the preceeding case were whether the
1954 Atomic Energy Act was legal and whether the
AEC had "compelling reasons" to build a plant in a
populated area.
As George Washington law professor Harold P.
Green has stated:
'The 1954' Act created a two step process for
licensing. A utility desiring to establish a nuclear
power plant must file an application for a license
- with the AEC. The application must include
detailed information about the proposed facility
and its characteristics sufficient to enable the AEC
to find that the activity 'will provide adequate
.
(see AEC, p, 8)
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Ecological Annihilotion
Of Vietnam
This is the second installment of a three-part series by Dennis
Koehler, second-year law student.
The U.S. Command in Vietnam, unable to produce m-ilitary
victory by "set piece" battles with .its superbly flexible enemy, has
taken out its frustration by devegetating_much
of the South
--Vietnamese countryside. The U.&- 25th Infantry Division, operating
between Saigon and the Cambodian border since early 1966, has
generally typified this approach. It has long resorted to saturation
bombing, Rome plowing, and defoliation of vast portions of its
operational area in its own version of "nation-buildinq .."
Saturation Bombing
_
Saturation bombing, accomplished primarily by 8-52 bombers, is
usually employed in relatively unpopulated areas on suspected
enemy targets, such as hospital complexes, headquarters facilities,
supply and storage sites, and transportation routes. Not infrequently
Students work in the Consumer
these bombing missions, called" Arclights," are run not on specific Rothchild. See story, pg. 4.
targets, but simply in areas habitually used by the enemy. This
scattergun approach is then praised for what is claimed to be its
"tremendous psychological impact" upon the. enemy. Favorite target
areas are incredibly pockmarked with' 8-52 bomb craters, each
roughly 10 feet deep and 20 feet in diameter. These craters are
bunched so tightly that they have become the dominant physical
by Bruce Hanson .
feature of such area as the Boi Loi Woods and the Iron Triangle.
Legal Aid Director '69
The 80 80 Canal, an historic waterway constructed by thej:rench
When you read the Canons of
to transport rice andother foodstuffs to Saigon-area markets from Professional Ethics for the bar
the rice bowl areas between that city and the Cambodian border, exam, you encounter the dictate
exemplifies another aspect of the environmental destruction caused that "the future of the Republic
by massive aerial bombardment. Allied pilots returning to their bases to a great extent, depends upon
with "hung up" or otherwise unexpended bombs regularly jettison our maintenance. of Justice pure
them on a major section. of the canal which runs through a swampy and unsullied." The trial of three
free-fire zone. One officer who participated in many operations in Milwaukee Panthers for_whom I
this area in1969 has declared the Bo Bo Canal to have been so. was a defense counsel makes
extensively destroyed by this impromptu target practice as to be that future look dim.
rendered virtually-useless for future use.
Like any good case book let
Rome Plows
me start with the characters and
Wherever possible, however American units roll in their Rome the facts (but since our client
plows, giant bulldozers which literally strip away all vegetative cover' will probably face another trial,
from designated "trouble spots." While the Vietnamese government I'm limiting the "facts" to those
has final approval/authority over these operations, in practiceit does in evidence, not relating my
little more than rubber-stamp.U.S. Rome plow requests. The Rome knowledge.of the actual events).
plow, originally developed as an aid to agriculture in Georgia, was
Earl Leverette, 25, born in
recognized for its jungle-clearing potential by the U.S. Army's Corps Tallahatchie, Miss. High school
of Engineers in the early 19605. The technique of employment is . basketball star in Milwaukee
simple: 30-ton bulldozers fitted with 10-ton, five-by-ten foot angled (college
scholarship
fell
plow blades cut off all trees and shrubs at ground level, leaving through). Member Black Panther
"windrows" of piled shrubbery.
Party.
First tested in Vietnam on a 450-acre plot outside the 25th
Booker
Collins
Jr.,
22,
Infantry Division's Cu Chi Basecamp in August 1966, Rome plows awarded two purple hearts in
were quickly brought into country-wide service in clearing potential Vietnam. No previous criminal
ambush sites, convoy routes, base perimeters, etc. of vegetation. The record. Member Black Panther
original rationale seemed clear, and even defensive in scope: Reduce, Party.
the threat of attack by removing the enemy's hiding places, thus
Jesse White, 20, Milwaukee
"saving American lives." In actual practice, however,' the original native. Member, Black Panther
Rome plow evaluation report's recommendation-"that
tractors Party.
equipped with the Rome blade be utilized to clear extensive areas in
Robert Shroder, 25, rookie
support of tactical operations"-has
been acted upon with such vigor patrolman,
Milwaukee Police
that Gen. William C. Westmoreland, in a message to the Joint Chiefs Dept. Before that, forward air
of Staff in October 1967, called the Rome plow "one of the greatest observer with the Marines in
weapons ever used in guerrilla warfare." 200 of these plows now- Vietnam.
O'Connell,
Judge,
(See ANNllIHATION, p. 7)
Hugh

Protection office at Harlan Brewer. The project is supervised by Prof.
Photo by Curle

Alumnus Defends
Milwaukee -Panthers
MilwaukeeCounty
Circuit
Court.
Former
District
Attorney, City of Milwaukee.
E.
Michael
McCann,
Milwaukee
D.A.;
up
for
re-election
(and'
publicly
opposed
by
the
pol ice
department for being too soft on
crime).
Harold Brier, Police Chief,
City of Milwaukee, appointed
for life.
The defense attorneys: Sander
Karp,
movement
lawyer,
'Milwaukee;
Mel
Greenberg,
movement
lawyer,
Madison;
William
Coffey,
eminent
liberal trial counsel, Milwaukee;
and me: boundless energy and
limited expertise.
Shroder
testified
that on
September '22,
1969, he was
walking his beat when a VW
pulled alongside of him. He
stated that he saw a shotgun
'protrude from the window, andducked as a shot was fired. He
was untouched. He radioed the
license number of the car, which
was then sighted less then two
blocks away by the police
tactical squad, which pulled the
car over after another three
blocks.
The
two
arresting
officers (both of whom have
notable
records of brutality
complaints, including one court
judgement
that I know of)

ordered the three from the car.
. While one covered them with a
shotgun, the other frisked them
against the side of the car, where
he alleged that the three began
"Pushing him around."
The
defendants
denied
this-asserting instead that they
were repeatedly beaten there by
the many officers who arrived
on the scene, and again at the
lockup. For this they were
convicted of resisting arrest on
November 4, 1969. Immediately
after the verdict of the all-white
jury was announced, the judge,
Christ Seraphin (reallvll asked
each defendant in turn if he was
a revolutionary.
They each
replied "Yes, I am." The judge
then stated: "We don't like
revolutionaries
in Milwaukee.
One year each (the maximum) in
the House."
The date for. the main trial
was to be September 21, 1970.
The charge: attempted murder.
That was also the day the
;University of Wisconsin hordes
would return for the semester;
iSpiro Agnew was scheduled to
deliver a political harangue in
the city on the 25th, and a
massive rally was planned by the
Youth International Party and
the Black Panther' Party. The
trial date had been set for six
(See HANSON, p. 7)
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Second Sex,- In Academe
by linda Dorian
This is a synopsis and commentary on an article by
Ann Sutherland Harris, The Second Sex in Academe,
which treats the problem of sex discrimination in
higher education as it affects student, faculty, and
administration. '
'

Indicative of the bias that women encounter in
academe is the statement by Nathan Pusey of Harvard
when he was faced with- a reduction in male
applications because of the draft, "We shall be left with
the blind, the lame, and the women." Unfortunately,
such an attitude is pervasive rather than exceptional.
In considering the distribution of women in the
academic world, the rule is simple: the higher, the
fewer. Although more women finish high school than
do men, fewer women go to college. This ,is true in part
because it is harder for women to gain entrance with
the necessary financial support. There are predictably
fewer women in graduate departments due in part to
this factor as well as the operative quota system on the
percentage of women that graduate schools will take.
Although it may be tempting to suggest that the
explanation for fewer women graduate students is
simply that fewer women are interested in pursuing
professional careers than are men, a consideration of
the gross sexism intrinsic to academe defeats such a
supposition. The fcHowing are remarks made by
faculty and administration of various graduate schools.
They reveal glaringly the scope of bias that confronts
the woman' student, a bias directed toward a singular
objective: keeping women out.
, 1. The admissions committee didn't do their job.
There is not one good-looking girl in the entering class

(The old woman-as-sex-object routine)
,2.
A pretty girl like you will certainly get married;
why don't you stop with an ~.A.! (Translated- Who
are you, a mere woman, to aspire higher, anyway?)
3.
Women
are
intrinsically
inferior.
(The
straight-from-the-shoulder approach)
4. (Professor to student looking for a job). You've
got no business looking for work with a child that age.
5. {To a young widow with a 5 yr. old who needed
fellowship to continue school) You're very attractive.
You'll get married again. We have to give fellowships to
people who really need them.

Professors' Rosenthal and Jacobsen studied the
Pygmalion effect of teachers' expectations on pupils'
, intellectual development (Pygmalion in the Classroom:
Teachers'
Expectations
and Pupil's Intellectual
Faculty women also suffer from the punitive effects
Development N.Y. 1968) Their studies showed that
of the rules of nepotism. Where a nepotistic rule is
teachers'
expectations
influenced'
students':
operative, it is the wife ir; the faculty couple, not the
performance' to a remarkable degree. Surely the
husband who is denied employment. The result of
, graduate"experience is not completelyimrnune
from
. nepotistic
rules has been- widespread de' facto
this phenomenon. The usual question repeatedly
discrimination against women.
hammered to thr female student is, "Are you really
serious?' After a while, the shaken student must ask
, The employment grapevine in universities works to
herself if she really is, or are men innately more serious
the detriment of women. The cliche opening, "Do you
then women. Of course, the la\'11school counterpart to
know a good man for the job," serves as an effective,
this ploy is the intent look immediately followed by,
subconscious roadblock to the, image of woman as
"Do you really intend to practice?" It requires
scholar. It is not difficult to find the same kind of
determined resilience to resist. self-analysis 'as to
subconscious discrimination in the lawJirm's ad for
whether that is really such a far-fetched expectation. I '
"eager young man", or a dean's insistence in producing
mean, actually llSing a degree that vou.have spent three
"quality men" for the profession. '
years and $10,000 to earn?
A'particularlv insidious device used against women is
The findings recorded, in the, Department of Labor's
the quota sharing between minorities and women,
Hendbook
on Women Workers clearly indicate that the
Rather than recognize its social responsibility to both
more education, a .woman has, the' more nearly her
qroups.adrninlstrato-s force them to share the available,
income will approach that of her male counterpart.
classroom spaces and financial resources. This is a
The
thrust of the Harris article is that earning and using
sophisticated variation of the old technique of divide
that education is, 'for the second sex, a struggle of
and conquer, The objective IS to force rivalry between
Sisyphean proportions.
deserving victims ofdis<:~imination.

The "Other" CIA

The Public's RightJo Know
inaccuracies and inconsistencies of the
by Harold C. Gordon
official
reports and to work for the
On November 22, 1963, a sudden
,release
.of
evidence that has thus far been
burst of gunfire 'in Dallas shattered this <
withheld., ltsjncst 'recent project is an
nation's smug confidence in its long
attempt to, qomputerize all its material.
enJoyed'" domestic ", tranquility;
on the three assassinations in order, to
President of the United States was cut,
explore the possibility that they might
down in cold blood; the unthinkable
have been the, result of, a single
had happeried. In the remaining years of
conspiracy.
what was to become known as the
own credentials are
violent decade, the blast of the assassin's, - "Fensterwpld's
lrnpeccable.,
a
graduate
of Harvard Law'
bullet was to be heard again and again
School,
a
former'
member
of the State
until three of America's most eminent
Department, and a special advisor to the
personalities-a President, a Presidential
late Senator Kefauver, Fensterwald has
candidate, and a civil rights leader-had
been involved in a number of key
been felled and the United States had
congressional
investigations. He began
acquired the opprobrium of a lawless
keeping a file on the assassination of
nation.
President Kennedy just after the Warren
Strangely,
or
perhaps
not
so
Commission Report was published but
strangely, the mode of assassination was
it was the assassinations of Robert
strikingly similar in each case: a lone
Kennedy and Martin Luther King which
gunman of dubious mental condition,
prompted
him to
take on the
acting alone and with no evidence of a
unpleasant,
unpopular,
and
even
eonspiracv., So, at least, reads the
dangerous task of investigating the
official record.
deaths
of these three national figures.
Yet at the same ti me each case
While-,he
does not believe himself to be
contains
too
many
unanswered
in
any
immediate
danger, he has left
questions for the official record to be
copies
of
his
most
important finds in
accepted as final. Too many factors
various hiding places and has also set
have been left unaccounted for, too
aside a sum of money to provide for an
many inconsistencies have been left
investigation in the event of his own
unresolved, and too much of the hard
sudden
disappearance.
His present
evidence has been withheld from the
efforts are devoted toward obtaining a
public.
new trial for his client James Earl Ray
In view of the "crisis of confidence"
who,
it is alleged, appears to be either a
that the nation has been undergoing and
hired
gun or a "patsy"-all
of which
the widespread doubts that have been
suggests a conspiracy.
expressed concerning the veracitv of the
The Committee is also looking into
official record, it would seem that the
the
controversy
surrounding
the
public is entitled to a better explanation
assassination
of'
Sen.
Robert
F.
of these recent tragedies than it has thus
Kennedy. According to the Los Anqeles
far been given. Such at least is the
County Coroner; Dr. Thomas Roquchi,
opinion of the Committee to Investigate
Acisassinations,sometimes referred to as '- the bullet which caused the fatal head
wound entered the Senator's skull from
Washington's "other" CIA.
behind the right ear and the powder
Organized in 1969 by Bernard "Bud"
burns surrounding the wound were so
Fensterwald, an attorney for James Earl
deep
that the muzzle of the gun could
Ray, the Committee now has a number
have
been held no more than three
of prominent people on its board of
inches-and
very likely only one
directors,
including
New
Orleans
inch-away when the shot was fired. In
District Attorney Jim Garrison, and a
addition there were two other wounds
_staff of about fiftY persons-all unpaid
in the Senator's chest and both must
volunteers.
Working
without
any
have been fired from the back.
preconceived
notions
and avoiding
Inasmuch as all the eyewitness accounts
sensationalism and cheap publicity, the
maintain that the accused assassin
Committee has sought to evaluate the

tne

University Faculty women are discriminated against
in hiring, promotion,
and salaries. Women are
distributed
unevenly in the faculty scale, with
considerable clustering in the lower ranks and part time
positions. For example, one study showed the
percentage of women full professors at 3%, with a
percentage of women instructors at 21.2%. Although
men are encouraged to teach at women's schools, it is
rare to find women in full time teaching positions in
men's undergraduate colleges. Of the Seven Sisters,
only Wellesley has more female than, male faculty in ,
tenured ranks. At Vassar it was thought that a coed
faculty provided a healthier atmosllhere. Apparantly
the reverse has not been true at Harvard, Princeton,
Yale and, Brown.

persons, the first four of which were
Sirhan Sirhan was at all times in front of
later unable to positively identify it a's
Senator Kennedy and never closer than
the object they. had. had possession of
two or three feet from' him, it would
on
November' 22, 1963. Yet the Warren
appear to be impossible that he could
CommissionacrePted
the authenticity of'
have fired the fatal shots.
The
.Cornrnittee is investigating the theory '.the bullet without serious reservations.
The size, location,
timing and
that Sirhan was only a diversion 'and
direction
of
rhe'President's
wounds
have
that the real assassin was a man posing
also been subject' to considerable
as a security guard. It is interesting to
dispute. Strangely ; a 'government panel
, point out 'as' well 'that the'photographs
appointed
in 1968 "to'; review the
and x-ravs taken during the autopsy on
findings
of
.the Warren Commission
.the Senator, have: like' those of John
altered those findings after studying the
Kennedy; ,been
withheld from the
autopsy x-ravs 'and photos and yet
public. - ,
claimed that its investigations supported
, The' inconsistencies of the Warren
the original findings. If so much as the
Report. itself are staggering.
For
x-ravs alone. equid be, made available
example, it states that the cause-Jot
much might' be cleared up but '.'good
death was a gunshot wound ofthe right
taste,"
"public interest," and "right to
side of the head. Yet Dr. Robert
privacy"
decree otherwise even, though
McClelland, who attended President
Governor Connally's x-ravs were made
Kennedy' at Parkland Hospital, testified
public in' the Warren Commission
that the wound was of .the left temple
Report. An attempt
was made by
and his" written
account
of the
District
Attorney
Jim
Garrison to
admission' and treatment
of the
release the x-ravs and photos during the
President to that effect appears as' one
Clay Shaw conspiracy trial but because
of the Commission's own exhibits, along
of government
opposition
he did
with other contrary reports.
succeed
in
obtaining
a
court
order
for
There is also the strange case of the
the
release
of
the
evidence
until
after
"magic bullet" which became the main
the trial was over. However, next year
prop
of
the
Commission's
certain
,government
approved
lone-assassination theory. According to
pathologists
will
be
permitted
to view
the Warren Report, Oswald fired three-shots at the President: one missed the , the material and it remains to be seen
just who qualifies for government
car completely and was never recovered;
approval.
another, the third of the sequence,
The question of exactly what public
inflicted the fatal head wound and some
interest demands that the public not be
of the fragments were recovered; and
allowed to know is hardly new and
the remaining bullet, which may have
history abounds with glaring examples.
been the first or second to be fired is
Just
over one hundred years ago the
the so-called "magic bullet" which
conspirators who plotted the assassination
allegedly
passed
through
the
of Abraham Lincoln were tried in secret
President's, neck, drove into Governor
by a military tribunal and much of the
Connally's back near his right armpit,
evidence
was suppressed'. Around the
borke a rib, exited his chest, shattered turn of the century, an obscure French
his wrist, and finally buried itself in his
army officer named Alfred Dreyfus was
thigh-a feat which required it to change
railroaded into a charge of high treason
directions several times. This remarkable,
on
evidence that "reasons of state"
projectile then allegedly "fell out" of
demanded
be" kept
secret.
More
Connally's thigh somewhere in Parkland
recently, a member of Parliament was
Hospital and when it was ultimately
severely disciplined bv the Labour
found on an abandoned stretcher it was
Government when he thought that the
virtually unscathed after having caused
public should be informed that Britain
all that damage and left a trail of
was
experimenting
with
chemical
fragments in its wake. The "magic
warfare. With precedents such as these it
bullet," incidently, is the only missile
would appear that the public is not
unequivocally linked to Oswald's gun,
infrequently its own best judge as to
and members of the "other" CIA have
what it should be allowed to know ,and
been most interested in its chain of
that it must constantly re-assert its
possession history inasmuch as before
rights in this area. Such is the goal
being subject to ballistics tests it passed
which
the other CIA is working toward.
through the hands of nine different
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Take From. the Poor and' Give to the Rich:Capital'Gains
PART 11/ Capital Gains for Special Interests

by Jack Hansen

Senator George of the Senate considered as a gain on the sale· invest capital and incur annual ti mber growth such as fire
Finance. Committee. The sole of the timber. Such a gain is management expense in a timber control expenses, bug spraying,
purpose of the section was to taxable at capital gains' rates
stand during the long growth taxes, insurance premiums etc.
permit
'Louie
Mayer
of under sec. 1231. Growing timber.
period and a "cut and get out are deducted from ordinary
Metro-Goldyn-Mayer
fame to and selling logs or Christmas
attitude prevailed:'
income and n9t added to the
pay a capital gains tax on several trees is thus an activity taxed at
The argument can be more' cost basis of the'timber.
million dollors of what would less than ordinary income rates.
succinctly stated by saying that
Perhaps the most anomolous
have otherwise
have
been The' apologists for the present
apparently the timber interests result of-sec. 631 is the fact that
ordinary income. For a full special treatment
filled 205
in this country must get a special it grants capital gains treatment
discussion of this blatant use of pages of the House Hearirigs on
tax .break to manage their even for timber purchased from'
the Code by a private interest the Tax Reform Act of 1969 in property productively and in the the United States government.
see The Great Treasury Raid by a successful effort to dissuade
national interest. But as the Tax Certainly here the sanctimonious
Phillip Stern which incidentally,
Congress from adopting the
Reform Studies and 'Proposals
pleas for an incentive necessary
is missing. from the GW law Treasury's recommendation
to
issued by the Treasury Dept. in to manage private timberland
library.
abandon
the
capital
gains
1969 points out, "Under present ring
especially
hollow.
All types of business activity treatment of timber.
law, capital gains treatment is Altogether
the
Treasury
are not taxed equally. Inits
The
s tat em e n t
0f
allowed regardless. of whether
calculates the revenue loss to the
infinite' wisdom Congress has Owen-Illinois, Inc. on page 2996 the
taxpayer
practices
,government from the timber and
granted a capital gains tax rate of Part 8 of the Hearings is a conservation.
In fact,
fast Christmas tree tax preference at
to income earned by persons 'good summary of the timber
liquidation operations to make a 125 million dollars per year.
from the' following sources interest's position.'
quick profit at favorable tax,
Agricultural ,Preferences
whose income would otherwise
"From experience we know , rates may be encouraged:' (page
The
capital gains treatment
be taxed at ordinary income . that even with the capital gains , 436)
accorded
to two items of
rates.
tax provision', timber growing
The Treasury study in the
1. The harvesting of timber does not provide a high return
Proposals reveals that in 1965. agricultural income by 1231 is in
and Christmas trees.
on investment in comparison
corporations
in lumber and keeping with the numerous tax
2. Sale of unharvested crops.' with
many
other corporate
paper industries reported 443.4 breaks given to farmers. Under
unharvested
crop
sale
3: Sale of livestock used for enterprises.
Timber
growing
million dollars in long term the
preference the man who sells his
breeding,
' draft
or
dairy appears even less attractive when' capital gains which resulted in a
purposes.
one
considers
that
the . tax saving of over 100 million land withthe crop standing pays
4. Sale of patents.
investment
in
timberland
dollars.
The
capital
gains a maximum' tax on the gain
5. Coal and iron ore royalties: generates no return throughout a treatment of income created an resulting from the crop standing
pays a maximum tax on the gain
The
special
-treatment
20 to 80 year tree-growing' effective tax rate of 29.6% for
resulting from the crop sale of
accorded patents is found in sec. .period
during
which
the
lumber companies and 39.9% for
25% (through 1969). On the
1235.
The. other
favored
investment is subject to loss by paper companies compared with,
other hand if the seller had oiled
activities
involve sec. 1231' fire, insects" disease and storms.
a 44.4% effective rate fOT all
up his combine and put the crop
property used in a trade or
"Giving consideration to this
manufacturers
except lumber
in a bin before its sale he would
.business of the taxpayer. Such . marginal and high risk nature of and petroleum.
be taxed at ordinary income
Special interests
property when held over six the· business, Congress granted
Furthermore, of the 13,251
rates. Clearly this would seem to
Upon inspection,the
Internal months and sold results in a long the capital gains tax rate to the corporate returns filed in the'
be an incentive to "idleness at
Revenue Code will be found to term
capital gain. However industry in 1944 (58 Stat. 231). lumber and paper industry, 16
harvestime. Why not just sell the
contain
numerous
sections strange as it may seem, a loss This legislation was designed to corporate gianst reported 64.8%
farm and forget it? In all
granting the "privilege of paying incurred in the sale of such provide
the
incentive
for of the total long term capital
fairness, however, it must be
the least" to ,certain. select property .is deductible
from
managing timber lands on' a gains. Five ofthese received over
pointed out' that sec: 268,
taxpayers and. certain business , ordinary income.
. sustained yield basis to insure an one halfof the fa 110red income.
disallows any deduction from
-: activities. Section 1240 is a case
Treatment for Timber
adequate supply of wood and
The Treasury study goes on to
ordinary income, of the costs
in point. This section was deftl/
Section 631' of the Code wood
products
for
future
point out at 438, "It presumably
such as seed, fertilizer, etc.
inserted into the Code during provides that income. from the generations .. Prior to 1944, it was the intention of Congress in
associated with an unharvested
the hectic 1954 rewrite by cutting
of timber
can be was not financially attractive to 1943 to provide capital gains
crop
if the
capital
gains
treatment. only for the income treatment is elected.
derived from the increase in the
The capital gains treatment
value
of
standing
timber.
for
the sale of livestock held for
However, it appears': that large
, by John Coombe'
dairy
and
breeding
they can use to screw anyone who doesn't
integrated
'corporations . with draft,
Recently,
four George Washington Law
more
believe as they do to the wall:'
income
from
logging and purposes is somewhat
Here
all
costs
students including myself, undertook the task of
'~Why worry when you can prav?""
manufacturing are able to shift beneficial.
trying to prevent the commercial registration of
associated
with
the
care
and
"I got your name from an article in N.Y.Times
all of their income into the
the peace symbol as a trademark with the United
Oct. 11 '70. This has to do with the enclosed
li.ghtly . taxed
capital
gains keeping of these animals may be
States Patent Office. The project, which was
-svmbol,
It does not mean peace. It means category. This would not appear deducted from ordinary income.
done in conjunction with Professor Banzhaf's
anarchy and is against all reOgion! (It can be to accord with the purpose of The real advantage devolves
legal action section of Unfair Trade, came to a
verified) ... Please do what you can to expose this the special treatment:'
Part of upon hog raisers who breed their
startlingly rapid yet successful concluslon last
own sows once before selling
fraud to people who do not know its the reason for this shift is that
week when the Patent Office reversed itself by
background. God bless you."
(See CAPITAL, p. 8)
costs necessary to produce the
refusing registration to the pending applications
"The alchemists used the peace symbol for, I ::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::\:::::::::::;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;=;:;=;:;:;:;:::;:::;:;:;:;:;:;=;:;::=;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::t~~.
for the peace symbol. The Commissioner, of
believe, the element phosphorous. In any event,
Patents issued a new policy statement at that
you can research it., My opinion is that the
time which forecloses th'e possibility of anyone
symbol has been in the public domain for one
obtaining registration for the symbol or for
hell of a long time and I don't see why any G.D.
variations of it.
\
capitalist should use it to his personal profit:' One
unforseeable
consequence
of my
.:" Chemical Engineer,age 56"
participation in the project is traceable directly
allows third year students in a credit program to practice in t:
"Kid stuff? Only fit for a Frankenstein movie?
to a single appearance of rnv name inthe United
the
state courts. Under the terms of the program now being
Ask Sharon Tate whether the female zombies
Press release which -managed to make most
established,
students will work in the office of Arthur A.
who murdered her at Manson's command were,
newspapers
across
the
country.
Shortly
Marshall, Jr., the State's Attorney for Prince George'sCounty.
just
playing
around.
Sharon
Tate
was
the
wife
of
thereafter I began to receive letters unlike any I
Unlike the rules governing admission to the state bar, there is I::
Roman Polanski who produced
a movie
had ever gotten from Mom or my draft board.
no requirement that students practicing under this program be
portraying black magic, "Rosemary's
Baby:'
Description defies my powers of expression, so
residents of Maryland.
Refer'
to
the
March
1970
issue
of
Esquire
for
without indicating source, I will simply offer ~
It is anticipated by the State's Attorney and the Legal Aid m:::
detailed
circumstances
of that
apparently
:::;:;
few quotations:
Bureau .that after a short orienthation peri.od the, law studentds .::':'
..::::.:.:
ritualistic murder. Read particularly pages 104,
"So, young people, wear it if you must. Draw
will be assigned to represent testate
In arraignments an
105,
and
119
for
evidence
corroborating
the
it, stitch' it into your clothing. But be sure you
juvenile prosecutions before the Circuit Court, and possibly in
purpose of the upside-down crosses in black
know what it really means ...The pirate flag,
misdemeanor and traffic cases in the People's Courts.
magic.
crossbones and skullIsnow
almost a plaything
i::::
The credit program will officially begin when the spring
because ~t represents no threat' to our security.
"The idealistlc peaceniks want to close their
semester starts, but third year students who wish to begin on a
Perhaps the same can be said for the Nazi
eyes and minds to 200 years of Western :1 non-credit basis may do so immediately. Applications should
swastika. But the so called "Peace Symbol" is an
civilization and pretend that the "peace" cross
be s~bmitted to the Legal Aid .Bureau office in the Harlan
enemy flag of godless tradition, cleverly foisted
means what they think it means. Well, the :,;,;Brewer House. Also in the planning stage is a program to use
on the unsuspecting:'
Communists and the Socialists and the Insiders
"I am Another Mother for Peace: I can only'
such as the now-dead Bertrand Russell, don't
speak for myself, but the peace symbol is much
care what demonstrators think, just so long as
more representative of what I believe in than the
they keep rallying to the death symbol ,..
official logo of AMP. They cannot trademark
If you think these few examples are amazing,
what I believe in and make it illegal for me to
just try to imagine the contents of the hundreds
draw this symbol on my key ring or stick it on
e~~~b~~~i~~~t~~~~r~;n:~~~~:~ ~:s~~:~n;r: :/
of similar letters received by the U.S. Patent ... urged toa~~~~~~e~~
participate, since this program will be their best
my note paper. I am really afraid that this action
Office for the past few weeks. Just keep those
opportunity to "practice law" while still in law school.
could be another one of those "little" laws that
cards and letters pouring in friends.
$}\:;:::::;:i:;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:i:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:t::i:i:::;:;::;:;::;:::::::::;::;:;::;::;:::::::;:;:;:;:;::::::::::~::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::;:::::::}~i:
Summary:
Parts I and /I of this series
demonstrated severalfacts:
1. Section
1202 of
the
Internal Revenue Code exempts
billions of dollars of capital gains
from taxation.
2. Individual
taxpayers. with
$50,000
and up of adjusted
gross income receive the major
part of this tax free income.
3. Section 1201 of the Code
provides for an alternative tax
through 1969 which negated to
a large degree the progressive
income
tax structure
which
appears on the face of the tax·
rate schedules.
Preferential
treatment
for
capital gains, income has been
defended as an incentive
to
investment and as a protection
against destructive taxation' on
capital. It may just as easily be
argued that the special treatment
of . such
income
encourages
speculation in and manipulation
of
property;
and
promotes
inflation in the value of assets
and ultimately
in consumer
prices. Whatever the theoretical
effects,
however,
preferred
treatment of capital gains results
in lower taxes for persons with
large incomes. It stands for the
proposition
that "those most
able to pay often pay the teest,",
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Editorial'

Tenure
On December 4, 1970' the faculty will consider Professors
Banzhaf and Carlson for tenure. While the ADVOCATE feels that
tenure, as an institutional
procedure, should be substantially
reformed, these cases are still to be handled under the old rules and
so we may only hope that the governing considerations will be
ratiC!nal and substantive rather than personal or ideological.
leaving aside our own personal views on these professors' life
styles and beliefs, we feel that the faculty should take the
opportunity on Dec. 4th to give both these professors a resounding
vote of confidence because they are both competent and effective.
Their competence and professional knowledge in their respective
fields of law are easily assessable from student evaluations and
professional writings. Both should be rated ~s among the average
professor in the law school; a rating, which in our opinion, would be
"excellent."
_
The problems that do exist in law school faculties are in the areas
of pedagogy and Socratic commitment
(not method)' to inspire
student learning. There are several reasons why these standards are
the most difficult to judge when applied to individual professors.
While the pedagogy in legal education is in the midst of a
long-overdue reform, many law students continue in their desire to
be . educationallv spoon-fed so they may continue "to give the
teacher what HE wants." Also, it is in these areas where the judging
faculty may insert their biases in a tenure consideration.
Therefore, not relying on the tremendous amount of student
rapport with these professors but rather on the results and
professional maturity which their students have realized, it is our
opinion that the pedagogy and commitment of Professors Banzhaf
and Carlson rate, well above that of the average professor at the.
National law Center.

Consumer Protection

by Steve Clark
An organization is being formed to register students and members
of the free community to support a spokesmanasa
candidate for
the newly formed D. C. Delegate.
The unique opportunities presented by recent changes in the
District's election laws make it possible for the student community
to have a massive impact on the outcome of this election. For the
first time 18 year-olds may vote in the District. The D. C. residency
requirements have been struck down by a court ruling, leaving a void
with no residency requirement whatever. In effect, this means that
any 18 year-old who lives inthe District should vote March 23.
J
Young people are being recruited at the various campuses to
initiate local registration campaigns. Registrars are particularly
needed. If interested. call 965·9321. Registration tables will be set
up on campus between now and registration closing, December 12.
It is expected that the vote in the general election will be
splintered among the two major parties and several strong
independents. Student support, if large numbers register, will be
essential for victory.
,
A coalition is forming to establish a unified effort by members of
the community to rip off this office for the people. We need a
delegate who will be uncompromising in advocating the needs of the
community, and who will speak out for the black and youth
communities of D. C. without any ties with the establishment
politicos. He should militantly oppose political repression such as'
"no-knock," marijuana laws, and police harassment, and will seek
money for mass transit, free clinics, day care centers, and Federal
City College.
This election is the vanguard movement in D. C. today. With
open registration and less than 70,000 votes expected to split
between four or five candidates, we can register enough voters to

by Bill Curle
that there is any place at all trying to get various legislative
late one afternoon last July a where they might complain, or bodies to take some initiative in
routine phone call came into the even that they have a complaint.
the. consumer protection field.-,
George _Washington University A number of callers to HELP Consumer
HELP
is
just
law School's Consumer HELP have outlined an amazing series beginning to move here. Senator
, office at WTTG-TV. The caller, of events or transactions only to Mathias of Maryland has asked
Mrs. X, had seen an ad in the ask if they did have a legitimate
to
use
HELP's cases and
Washington Post for Goodyear gripe. The need for, educating
statistics as basis for legislation
Tire and Rubber Co. in a the people of Washington to be on auto warranties. Also a show
Maryland suburb. They were aware of frauds and gyps is is in the planning on moving and
advertising automobile engine overripe.
storage aimed at getting the D.C.
tune-ups for the low price of
Toward this end Consumer' council to move. on regulations
$18.88. Knowing a bargain, Mrs. HELP has two grouPs working.
that have been before it for
X took her car out for the One effort is directed to specific some time.
tune-up. Returning for her car, problems. Here WTTG-TV plays
Expansion in other directions
Mrs. X was handed a bill for its major role. The television
is' also planned that will, be
$40.00. She was told that some programming group researches
other "necessary"
work had and writes short films. The films aimed at all three aspects of the
problem.
To be
been performed.
are then shown during the week consumer
brought
into
contact
with
Help
Mrs. X's phone call had gone as part of the Channel 5 news
hopefully will be two of the
to the heart of the Consumer shows. Some of the film subjects
District's
long
forgotten
HELP project-the
consumer have
included
door-to-door
orphans-the
Anacostia
area and
referral operation.
The idea encyclopedia
salesmen,
the
Spani~h-speaking
behind the HELP center is that deceptive
advertising
by a
with. the proper guidance the District hi-f store, and land sales, community.
This .brings us back to Mrs.
consumer can help himself. and development
out-of-state.
When fronted by the present The next
subject
will be X's problem with her car. The
snarl of overlapping agencies and automobile'
service
and only contact HELP has with the
consumer once referral has been
bureaucracies.
the
ordinary
warrantles..
consumer is pretty much at the
The second group dealing made is by the statistical group.
mercy of the assertive salesman ' with this education problem is This
group
contacts
or repairman. If the consumer
directed toward a broader area. complalntants to find out if they
knows just where to direct his Its members go to District high have had their problem solved
The stat group
own personal complaint, or schools,
junior
highs,
and' satisfactorily.
even 'that
he can 'make a community
meetings to give also looks for trends in problem
complaint, he begins to· assert a "classes"
in
consumer
areas 'to be the subject for future
little power himself.
self-protection.
Here
-the films and concentration.
They
The most immediate and "students" do as much teaching also give the phone people
direct method of educating the as HELP's "teachers." Once the feedback on how the referral
have performed.
consumer is to have him call 'or stu den t s
h a ve
bee n organizations
Georges service had
write Consumer HELP where he . "warmed-up" they -quite often' Prince
will be referred to the proper
inform the HELP people of satisfied Mrs. X quite well. They
agency or organization. In the incredible number of bilks and had _gotten Goodyear to give
case of Mrs. X, the student who' frauds ofwhich the law students 'Mrs. X twenty dollars worth of
parts for her 'car as she did' not
took her, call contacted three had been unaware.
0 rganizations.
Neighborhood
The third aspect of the want them to work on the car
Consumer Information Center, a consumer-protection
problem is again.
group staffed by Howard law .--------------------..,...-------.,
students doing work in the Inner
City, was called. The Washington
Ralph Nader is seeking law school faculty members who are
Post. was called. Finally, the
planning quarter, semester or year long leaves of absence to
P r ince
Georges
consumer
work with his Public Interest Research Group in Washington, '
'protection
service was called
D.C. The pay is minimal, the work voluminous,
the office
since the offending auto shop
decor early Salvation Army!
was in that county. They were
able to do the most, so Mrs. X
The comperisations: Ralph Nader is at the cutting edge of a
was put in touch with them, not-so-quiet legal revolution. Working with the Public Interest
Research Group provides the opportunity
to make a
Actually,
contacting
the
substantial contribution to the growth and stature of public
proper group to help a consumer
interest law.
is the easier side of the problem.
The far more difficult aspect is
For more information write: John Spanogle, Public Interest
initial contact which is entirely
Research Group, 1025 15th· Street, N.W. Suite 601,
with the consumer. Far too
Washington, D.C. 20005.
many consumers are unaware

~~ri;I9~a~r~i~~~e
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Delegate Coalition Formed
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that there was a picture of a 727 earth's upper atmosphere and
(and I'll take Mr. Stamper's
that both of these criticisms
word for that it was a 727) on were ill-founded. In the first
In the October 26th issue of
page four of the issue. Since I do place, Mr. Stamper's "claim"
the Advocate a letter to the
not personally layout the paper, indicates to me that he read
editor appeared which criticized
I cannot be responsible for the about one paragraph of my
my
Iead
article,
"SST
positioning. of various pictures.
article,
because that is the
Environmental Spoiler," in theHowever, if the lay-out people amount of space I 'devoted to
September 30th issue of the
do want to do a public service those two issues. On the other
Advocate. The letter stated that
by showing a 727 laying a hand, he made no attempt to
I had "unfairJy characterized the
stream of pollution in take-off
rebut
my major arguments
Boeing SST as an example of the
from National Airport, I heartily against the SST: that it could
individual's forces participation
endorse their efforts. As for any . produce a critical drain on world
in
an
over-consumptive,
deception
which
may have oil reserves and that it seems to
waste-producing system:'
occured, Mr. Stamper will notice me to be a major outlay of the
money
that will
The lstter indicted me on that there was a large picture of taxpayers'
an·SST
on
the
front
page
of
this
benefit
only
a
limited
number
of
three counts. One, that I had
issue.
Moreover,
any
reasonable
people.
"brushed aside" the "fact" that
in spite of their
the U.S. Government would reader would have learned frorn'Since,
importance
in mv
make one billion dollars after the article that the SST is not in secondary
selling, 500 SST's. Two, the production, and thus could not' article; Mr. Stamper has raised
issues
of
noise - and
environmental objections i had have possibly been the airplane the
in
the
photograph.
upper-atmosphere
pollution,
I)
raised were false. Three, that
Now,
getting
to
the
more
think
some
comment
is
in
order.
readers would be deceived by
In
regards
to
the
latter,
the picture of a Boeing 727 substantive charges, Mr. Stamper
asserted that I condemned the admittedly this is debatable and
adjacent to the article.
SST for the noise problem it assertions on either side are
would
create
and
the somewhat speculative since we
I wish to respond.
To begin with, I will admit
detrimental
effects
on the
(See LETTERS, p, 5)

SST Boondoggle

Dean Kramer, on behalf of The Phi Alpha Delta law Fraternity
International, presents Elliot Zisser with a $500 scholarship awarded
for academic excellence and fraternity participation;
Photo by Curle
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'Winter Thoughts

SBA Main Event Routed

by David Kaufman
to bailout his partner. Hate has flipped his wig,
Hi, Johnny Jock here from Stockton Gardens
·
IIy wrest I'II1g fans. He r s
by Rod Barwick
isentquashingact. The Rap Brown
an d I mean t h at Irtera
Contributing Editor
bringing you live heavyweight tagteam wrestling.
yelling, "Foul, low blow. Klugman has no right
The national election is seve- Act. Of course! After all, didn't
This match is under SBA auspices, and is brought
taking that memo from Bantlying's office!"
ral weeks behind us. President ihe cross the state lines? Yeah,
to you by Lasmelli Bar Review and Martin
Klugman tags his partner Howsmartheis to come Nix and the Veep are back in the Ibunch of them. Didn't a riot
Ziontz, L.L.B. But first a word from our
to his aid. Howsmartheis is claiming Hate out of White House and one can only 'break out when he reached San
sponsor:
order for entering the ring without a proper tag speculate as to whether the Jose? Sure. Didn't he cross state
"Third year students, are you suffering from - being made.' Hate is deliberating, obviously
lines
while
thinking
bad
country was safer with them out
pangs of anxiety? Do you wake up in the middle
thoughts? In other words didn't
formulating a thoughtful reply to Howsmartheis'
of their offices or whether
, of the night in a cold sweat after dreaming of
charge. He's about ready, and here it is. "Fuek
Amerika may now breathe easier he have the intent to cause all
yourself as a short-order cook?, Do you get the
that trouble? He did.
you, Charming. I'm gonna put you into the with their return.
creeping feeling that everything you learned in
Well then, this is a job for
ground." Coolman is taking offense at all this
When, old tricky Nix was out
law school went in one ear and out the other? We
lawyer-like nonsense, and 'now he's making an in San Jose standlnq atop his super law!
could have told you you can't learn while
Now where is that Mitchell
appeal to the crowd, "Dissolve the SBA, Dissolve black sedan kowing full well that
cramming. But hark, you have a friend at
fellow
when you need him?
the SBA:' The crowd is going wild. And now a his actions would consumate a
Lasmelli! We'll help you cram for the D.C. Bar
Heidegger and the Law
word frqm our alternative sponsor, Martin riot I thought to myself how
just like you crammed for all your exams, with a
.Ziontz, L.L.B.:
amazing it was that the man had
The proposal is to form an
written guarantee that everything you learn
"Hi, Martin Ziontz, L.L.B.--here. I'm here to come all the way across the Existential Law School. It works
during our course will be completely forgotton
this way. Sometime in his first
tell you about a new course being offered at GW country for that moment.
two days after the bar exam is given. And our
year, each law student will be
next
term
entitled
The
Law
of
Ziontz,
as
taught'
There
was,
another
route
he
success rate, you should only know from it. 90%
required to commit a crime. If
by
yours
truly.
No
casebooks,
no
assignments,
no
could
have
taken.
(Indeed,
in
of Lasmelli students passed the D.C. Bar, and
he is not caught then he will be
tests. Just bring your "Marty" to class and speaking with a security officer
50% actually went in for a drinkl , So just
_groove, on it. I'll show you how to extract key for the President and his staff, I required to turn himself in. The
remember: Your head feels like jelly, call
idea is that one can best learn
passages from legal opinions and how to isolate later learned that such a route
Lasmelli."
the
workings of the criminal
Black
Letter
Law
from
all
that
other
extraneous
was
planned
in
order
that
the
Now back to our main event, In white trunks
justice
from the inside. The
crap.
I'll
also
translate
Marty
for
you
so
you
can
President
by-pass
the
entire
will be the team of Charming Howsmartheis and
choice
of
crimes one may choose
get
the
knack
of
my
system
of
abbreviations.
For
crowd
without
ever
exposing
Kvetchy Klugman, and in black trunks the team
himself or his party to even a . from will be broad but no white
example,
'At
common
law
the
plaintiff
bears
the
of Babes Bantlying and Colonel Hate. Referee for
collar crimes will be allowed.
burden of proof in a cause of action' can be sneer). But, as we know, rather
the bout will be Cynical Jim Coolman. The
Felonies will be encouraged for
easily
translated
into
"At
C.L.
PI
brs
B/P
in
cle',
than
avoiding
the
c!owd
he
participants are,' now in center ring to receive
decided that it would be best felonies will allow one to see
Remember,
four
out,
of
five
Supreme
'Court
their instructions from Referee Coolman.
justices use Marty. Only students in the bottom ' "to do what they hate the more of court mechanics and
"All right you guys. I want a clean fight, and I
procedure.
'
third of the class need apply for this course, so most:'
Want you to fight like true lawyers. I-!ey, that's a
The
second
part
of
this
get
your
applications
in
today!
It
seemed
to
me
that
there
contradiction in terms! Watch the foul language,
should be some way to prevent
program
requires
that
a
third
espeCially you Hate. Remember you're fighting
Johnny Jock back at Stockton Gardens. The even a President from travelling
year law student act as defense
for dear old SBA, which really stands for
place is in bedlam. Hate is going wild. He's ,across the nation in order to. counsel, the idea being that a
Shittiest Bar Around. Come out advocating, and
rip-shirting mad, fans! What's this? He's got a start ...
student
will . work
harder
may the better counsel win."
huge stogie in his hand now. Is he going to take
Why of course! There is a law remembering his own days of
Bantlying and Klugman face off first,
. time out for a leisurely smoke right in the middle that may be used! Why not stick 'incarceration
and want
t6
Bantlyin'g is wearing his presidential trunks, with
of this exciting match? No! It looks as if he's him with his own Chicagoconprevent a classmate from a
"SBA" embroidered in gold sequins. Klugman is
trying to maneuver Howsmartheis, into his spiracyantiriotpreventingdissimilar plight.
screaminq, "Conflict of interest. You can't wear
famous "stogie hold:' You know about the
, your presidential trunks when, you know darn
stogie hold fans-it's a real burn. Hate is ripping
well- you're also student prosecutor!" Bantlying
Howsmartheis' shirt with· his left hand and
Doesn't Have to Dissolve
is taking offense., "I'm not a prosecutor; I'm an
pressing his stogie into Howsmartheis' neck with
investlqator and advisor for Student Court:'
his right. An ingenious hold, one that only a cigar
Recent issues of the Advocate
(they already have some) share
"That's what I said Bantlying, you're a pig
smoker would think of! Howsmartheis looks have reported the disarray of in the management of the law
prosecutor!" Klugman makes a charge, and it's
mighty' hot under the collar, if you know what I this year's
SBA· and have school, and that if the SBA
'Klugman on "Bantlying. Now it's Bantlying on
mean. The crowd is roaring disapproval at Hate's
indicated 'that
some students. 'can't bring that about it should
Klugman. Coolman breaks them apart. What is
incendiary tactics. They're shouting, "We hate believe that
it should - be be chucked. A year ago the
this? Klugman is running out of the ring into
Hate. We hate Hate:' Hate is beating
hasty
abolished because, they say, it is faculty agreed in principle that
Bantlying's office. What is he up to, wrestling
retreat from the ring as the crowd pours in. ineffective,
unnecessary
or students should have a greater
fans? He's back in the ring waving a
Stockton Gardens is in utter shambles. Coolman
worse. This characterization of decision-making role, although it
memorandum 'to the crowd. Bantlying looks
has this strange smile on his face. Hey, Jim, come the SBA is startling indeed. In rejected
the specific means
, flustered, and he's looking to his, partner for
over here. What are you smiling about? "I don't
the last five years this school has (student voting participation in
help.
have to dissolve the SBA anymore. .After this faced one genuine crisis which, .faeultv
meetings) which its
Here comes Colonel Hate running into the ring , match, it has dissolved itself."
had it notbeen quickly resolved,' committee had been persuaded
might ,have left lasting scars on to recommend. Now the SBA is
both
faculty
and
student
threatening to undermine the
bqdy-and that was just last May confidence
that the faculty
in the wake of the Cambodia
evidenced last year. Should
will never know the effects of less than todav's jets at the same supersonic aircrafts. Lastly, as invasion. Surely all butthe first students vote on matters of law
the SST on the upper-atmos- distance .frorn the end of the pointed out in an article on page year students must remember
school management if they are
phere until it has been flying for airport," I can only say that the 102, of the current issue of that it was the SBA which unable, through their elected
a number of years. Thus: I think SST will also burn about a ton
SBA representatives, to allocate
Newsweek entitled
"A New hammered out a solution to that
their own budget funds or
it is meaningless to drag out of fuel per minute at take-off
Pterodactyl?", major airlines are crisis and persuaded the faculty
to adopt it. However wise any of effectively present their case to
which is much greater than any somewhat less than enthusiastic
endless
claims
and
us may now consider that
the Administration for a bigger
counter-claims on this question. jet now operating and will inflict about purchasing the SST.
on \the community a, substantial
In conclusion, I do not feel solution to have' been, can budget? Should students vote on
in regards to the question of increase in toxic air. pollutants. \ there is much substance to any anyone really believe that the permanent tenure for faculty
noise pollution,
I am rather
Mr. Stamper's other charge is of Mr. Stamper's
SBA was either useless or members-a matter in which an
criticisms.
skeptical about any claims that that I "neatly brushed aside the Moreover, neither he nor any, ineffective?
error this year may disadvantage
Boeing can lessen "on Airport"
'fact'
that the Government
The undergraduates
of this students
for the next
35
other
SST
proponent
has
noise because I have never seen would net one billion dollars
adequately addressed himself to University <have followed the years-if they pass resolutions
one shred of scientific evidence after selling 500 SST's:' This is the
path suggested by those who recommending tenure without,
really
fundamental
that any such reduction
is, untrue. I did not 'brush aside'
question-what
is the necessity would abolish the SBA. Over the so it appears, a' serious and
possible. - I also think that anything. I simply do not Ibelieve of building an SST? As Mr. past Jour years they have detailed study of the matter? If
residents living within a ten-mile that any such fact exists. I did Stamper, most proponents have abolished one form of student
this is representative of student
radius of anyone of our major concede in my article that the
governmf;)nt
after
another
decision-making, is it wise for
argued that it will be a profitable
airports may feel that merely SST may be profitable, but my investment, create jobs, and cut because in the view of each the faculty
to share with
deterring further
increase in ,critic is making the assertion -our balance of payments deficit. year's transient malorltv the students the governance of the
airport noise would be of little that the Government has a I find these reasons wholly current form didn't work to suit law school, involving as that
avail anyway since in at least one surefire investment which is inadequate. Building an SST to it. Each new form adopted was does many future generations of
metropolitan
area they have guaranteed to make money. In solve our balance of payments
in turn abolished by the next students and the quality of the
already been driven into court reality, there is no assurance
problem or create jobs is much year's' student body, until last institution?
by present airport noise levels. whatsoever that 500 SST's will like continuing to invest billions year student government was
As one who has supported
Aaron v, City of Los Angeles be sold.
altogether.
Today greater student participation in
in military hardware to solve our abandoned
No. 387·799 (Super. Ct. County
Actually, the SST may prove
national security problem. It there is nowhere to turn when it law school decision-making, I
of Los Angeles, February 5, to be a rather risky investment.
wishes
to
consult
student' have ·aplea
to make: Don't
may
provide
a
temporary
1970)
It will have to compete with
abolish the SBA-make it work.
respite, but does nothing
to opinion, let alone an articulate
In reply to Mr. Stamper's both the Concorde and the TU correct the fundamental errors student
voice
pressing the
I am unwilling to believe that
assertion that the SST will 144, which are both already
this is beyond the capabilities of
in military and economic policy student's views upon it. Is that
take-off and rise more quickly flying. Moreover, the SST will , which are the root cause of the really what law students want?
this student body.
over the community "and the have a substantially higher price
But the' cry is that students
Roger S. Kuhn
problem.
engine sound would therefore be tag . than either of the other
Professor of Law
Peter Langley should be admitted to a greater

a
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Campaign GM: the Great
Debate Continues

Student Sponsored law Firms

by Susan Gross
Project on Corporate

Responsibility

by Donald

Ross

than 100 groups of public interest professionals.
The possibility of making the adversary system a
If students (or any other identifiable
interest
reality is therefore clearly before us.
group) are to make their collective voice heard
Students
in Oregon are now engaged in a
where it counts, a change of tactics is clearly .:
campaign to set up their version of this concept.
required.
The Public Interest
Research Group,
Within the month,
referenda
will be held at
sponsored
by Ralph Nader, is suggesting
at
Portland State University, University of Oregon,
campuses across the country that an exciting new
Oregon State University,
Lewis & Clark, -and
The first proposal concerns shareholder
democracy.
Under the
concept be implemented.
This idea manifests the
Will a mette.
Organizations'
dedicated
to
the
present system, shareholders
have no choice in the selection of
obvious -resolutlon of the inadequacies
in the
holding of similar referenda are now working at
directors as GM sends proxy statements
listing only management's
student
movement-the
- hiring
of full-time
Oregon
Technical
Institute
and many other
nominees.
Theoretically,
shareholders
attend the annual meetingprofessionally
skilled persons
to press student
smaller
schools.
By voting
in favor of the
where
nominations
management
nominee~.'
Theoretically,
interests
in the courts,
the legislatures,
and
proposition
on these campuses, the students will
shareholders
can nominate
others but the cost of doing this in a elsewhere.
Basically,' the scheme
uses highly
be voluntarily
increasing their incidental fees by
. company as vast as GM is impossible. Only a handful of GM's1.3
skilled lawyers and other professionals,
such as
$1 per student per quarter. They will be dictating
million shareholders
attend the annual meeting where nominations
engineers
and ecologists,
on the side of the
that
this money
be -turned
over
to
a
may be made and most of the proxy voting is done prior to that
environmentalist
and the consumer
needful of
student-elected
and-controlled
board whose job
time. This proposal would require GM to list both management's
protection.
it· will be to hire and direct the full·time
nominees
and the candidants
nominated
by non-management
To employ the term "adversary'
system"
as
professionals;
All available indications
are that
shareholders
on its proxy. Non-management
candidates would be
descriptive
of the status-quo
in environmental
the propositions
will pass over 50,OOD-yielding
nominated
by shareholders
petitions-and
would be entitled to have
protection
where, for example,
the day-to-day
on a three-quarter Iyear basis, at least $150,000
supporting
statements
printed
in the proxy statement.
confrontation
is between WaH Street lawyers and
with which the group called the Oregon Public
little old ladies in tennis shoes, is folly indeed.
'
Proposal II - GM's directors have a responsibility
broader than
Interest Group (OPI RG) will be funded.
Industries
are now operating
ina
vacuum.
the company and its shareholders.
All giant corporations
have many
- Clearly, the measure,even
if passed at all the
They are regulated by agencies composed largely
constituencies-many
groups deeply affected by company decisions
schools, in the state, must be approved by the
of oolleagues on sabbatical from their corporate
and policies. These groups must be given a more meaningful role in
State. Board of Higher
Education.
.It seems
jobs or civil servants waiting for an offer from
. the corporations'
decision
making process. Our second proposal
-, unlikely;
though, that the Board would deny
industry.
The public is unrepresented
in the
would be a first step in that direction. It would permit three of GM's
students
this '.opportunity
to work within the
circles where policy is made.
mostim
portant
constituencies-em
ployees,
GM dealers and
system
for change.
The very essence of the
The student-sponsored,
public interest
firm,
GM consumers-to
participate
in the election of 3 of the companies
proposal
is one of rationality;
The students of
however, can alter .that imbalance.
It can inject,
directors.
By petition,
members
of these constituencies
would
, Oregon will be asking for what they learned in
into decision-making
the consideration
which is
nominate candidates to be listed on a ballot distributed
by GM to all
civics class was their right-asking
for an effective
'so obviously absent-it
can require that the social
constituency
members.
The winners of the three elections would
voice in the councils of governmeryt-'-the
same
cost of investment be treated as the crucial factor
then be placed on GM's proxy statement and the shareholders asked
voice that industries
and other special interest
it is.
to approve them.
groups alone now have.
Proposal III -- If constituencies
and shareholders are to make valid
The critical mass required in any such firm, if·
Oregon seems destined to be the first state in
judgements
about GM's role in society and about the company's
it is to have impact, is 10·15 members-six
to
which
this effort
will bear
tangible
fruit.
direction
and management
they need certain basic information.
eight
lawyers
combined
with a balance
of
However,
Washington,
Minnesota,
Georgia,
Campaign
GM's third proposal
calls for disclosures
on minority
ecologists, engineers, social scientists and others.
California,
Colorado and Connecticut
each have
hirings, air pollution, and auto safety policies. It would require the
The funding needed is $150,000 to $300,000 per
small groups working toward a similar goal. The
publication
in the annual report of statistics to indicate the amounts
year. There
are about
eight million college
realization
is there that thls schernepresents
an
of money and numbers of employees GM assigns to programs in each
students in the U.S.-by
taxing themselves only
eminently
viable method which can be employed
of these areas, the details of all GM vehicle recall campaigns resulting
$2 per semester (a minimal increment over their
to achieve the kinds of long-range broad social
from safety or pollution control techniques that GM has developed,
present payment oftuition
and fees), $32 million
reforms students
see as so desperately
needed.
and figures showing the proportion
_ of minority employees in each
could be generated. This is enough money.at
the
Combined
with the advent of, the ,18-year-old
of nine job categories ranging from professionals
to unskilled labor.
nominal cost to each student, to establish 'more
vote, success seems inevitable.
. General Motors Corporation
is not a business; it is a worldwide
institution
with political, social, and economic impact on millions of
people everywhere.
Unlike most other far reaching institutions.
however, GM is governed by invisible men, men insulated from the
pressures of public interest to which other decision-makers
are,
subject.
Campaign ,GM has 3 major proposals to deal with this problem.

----'-------Women

NYU Law '70

'In
. law

School------------

by Linda Dorian and
expressed its willingness to fund
would like to seethe
law school
than the median; and women
and
usually
do
'better
adopt a policy of affirmatively
Katherine Mezzaferri
such a poster. After having this
rank nearly 11 % higher than the
academically
in
law school.
This article is based on several
meeting,
with the Dean there . recruiting women applicants, his
median
in the night division.
In conclusion, we ask that this
discussions
with'
appropriate
- wasa clear, understanding
that
When asked for an. explanation
response was that three or four
article be considered
an open
administrative
personnel
the burden of producingwilling
of the differences
in scores and
years ago he would have said no,
letter
to
'the
Admissions
regarding
thy policies
of the
professors for recruiting; making
grades,"
the
administration's
but that now he wasn't sure. To
Committee
and to the newly
National
'Law
Center
on
arrangements
at undergraduate
response
was
that
.women
the women
students
involved;
established
Committee
on
recruitment
and admission
of
schools, writing a pamphlet.and
applicants
subject themselves to
this
response
fell something
Recruitment
Policy.
It is our
women law students.
,designing
a' poster', belonged to
a process of pre-selection;
that
short
of
his
previous
request "that spokesmen
of the
In the initial
interview
on
w o rn en
students;
the
is, the
less qualified
select
commitment.
Women's
Rights Committee
of
October
14, the Deans'Office
administration
made
a
themselves
out and only the
In
the
course
of
these
the
National
Law Center
be
stated
that
if women
law
commitment
to the giving of
'highly
qualified
apply.
More
discussions the admissions policy
allowed to make presentations
students
could find professors
financial assistance.
detailed
statistics
such as the
of the National Law Center was
to the appropriate
committees
who were interested in recruiting
In the second exchange
on
comparative
mean grade point
also discussed. Women students
concerning
these
problems
at
at women's
colleges, the law
Nove
m b e r
4 r
the
averages
and LSA T scores of
were assured that appl ications
their next meeting.
school would fund recruitment
administration's
position
had
male and female applicants
and
for admission
were considered
trips.
In
addition,
finances
altered
substantially.
When
accpetees
are vital in order to'
without regard to sex, that each
permitting,
a woman
student
informed.
that
eight
facultv:
form a valid judgement.
application
was reviewed by the
might accompany
a professor to'
members
had
indicated
a
The
admissions
procedure
five members of the Admissions
discuss
with
undergraduate
willingness to recruit at women's
should
be.
free
of
any
Committee,
and that a decision
inadvertant
yet
-, consistent
Dean
Kirkpatrick
has
women the impact of the law
colleges, the response was that
was reached
on the basis of
determined
-that the law
school experience.
As a matter
no finances could be devoted to
committee vote.
discrimination
which
might
school does not have the
of fact, the National Law Center
the recruitment
of women this
Some statistics on the median
make the act of applying to the
luxury-i.e.
funds-to
did fund one such trip to New
year.
The explanations
given
grade poi nt averages and LSA T's . National Law Center a futile one
recruit for women.
York City earlier this month and'
were in the alternative.
The first
of the freshman class have just
for a class of applicants.
The .female percentage of the
SBA disagrees, and has
the
woman
law student
was
explanation
was,
that
no
been
made
available.
The
student body has reached an all
provided
the'
Women's
well-received
by
the
commitment
had
ever
been
administration
requests that the
time
high
of
12%,
a
percentage
Rights
Committee
with
undergraduate
women
and
made.
actual scores not be printed to
funds to encourage women
encouraged
by their enthusiasm.
When the students
who had
prevent
pre-law
advisors
in
which is buttressed
considerablY_to
come
to
the
Law
During
that
October
14
attended
the
first
meeting
undergraduate
schools
from
by
the.
admission
of
Center.
meeting,
responding
to student
protested
that
this
was
ranking law schools accorCling to
approximately
18% females in
'The·
Women's
R' h
inquiry,
,the
administration
erroneous,
the second response
the freshman' class. It is a fact
Ig ts
the
median
scores
of
the
Committee
would
indicated
that it would fund a was given that the commitment
that
a higher
percentage
of
acceptees,
However, permission
appreciate
the cooperation
brochure
,:discussing
the
by the Dean had been made
was
granted
to
use
the
women applicants
are accepted
':':<
problems and perspectives of law
before
President
Elliot's letter
differences
in the median scores
school
for
women.
The
on the desparate finances of the
and
grades
of
women
as'
administration,
also,
after
university was issued.' The third
compared
to the total. In the
considering
a poster from Duke
explanation
was that no one had
day division, women rank three
Un i versity
which
was
ever imagined that more than
points higher than the median
particularly
directed
toward
one professor would be willing
on the
LSAT;
in the night
better
qualified,
and
more .{~ if you are planning an out
women
("Is Law School
any
to recruit. When the Dean was
division, women rank 11 points
motivated,
because
of
the:I
of, town trip and could
place
for
a woman?
Duke
asked at the conclusion
of the
higher.
In the
day
division
University
thinks
it
is."),
interview whether .he personally
women's grades were 9% higher
obstacles they have to' overcome,
::!iL:::::~g~:~;:::~:::~:~:::::~:~:~:~~:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Facu Ity Note

ANNIHILATION, from p. 1 ,
operate in Vietnam, in 30-tractor units called Engineer land clearing
companies (LCCs). Their "c1earability" is amazing. Between January
15 and March 6, 1970, Rome plows of the 501st LCC, 62nd
Engineer Battalion cleared a total of 8,513 acres of heavy forest in
War Zone C, northern Tay Ninh Province, in 42 "cutting days"-an
average of over 200 acres cut per day. By the summer of 1970, more
than one-half million acres of land had been plowed in 1311
of South
Vietnam.
Within the 25th Infantry Division's area of operations, Rome·
plows were used extensively on virtually all areas considered "bad
country." Division briefings always included proud references to the
latest accomplishments of our Rome plows, and helicopter flights
shovyed how extensively and indiscriminately they -were used:
Forests, gardens, plantations, rice fields, even entire villages were
removed in mind-boggling quantities. The 16,000-acre Filhol Rubber
Plantation simply no longer exlsts -not 'one tree remains standing;
the Michelin Rubber Plantation, South Vietnam's largest, was
"belted" by a plowed strip as wide in places as two kilometers; the
"Citadel," a nettlesome, once heavily-populated area of some 30
square kilometers located approximately 35 kilometers northwest of
Saigon, has
simply been depopulated
and
plowed

Saturation Bombing. The craters are approximately 10 ft. deep and
20 ft. wide; they have become the predominant feature of much of
the countryside.

into a "no-man's lana" and current maps no
longer show trees in the Iron Triangle-once a
20,000 acre forest. Listening to arguments about
how this massive environmental destruction was
necessary to "save American lives" reminded one
of that infamous comment made during the 1968
Tet Offensive: "It became necessary to destroy
the town, 'to 'save it." Only now we were
destroying not just towns, but gre'!t chunks of
the countryside.
Defoliation
"How. can it be that those who destroy my
fields for years to come are not my enemies and
those who take only part of my crops and do no
'harm to my fields are not my friends? How can it
be that tiiose who make my animals sick and die'
are not my enemies and those who do my
animals no harm are not my friends? How can it
be that those who cause my wife to miscarry are
'not my enemies, and those whp do my wife no
harm are not my friends?" -possible thoughts of
a .Vietnamese farmer

As terribly efficient as saturation bombing and
Rome plowing are, however, they. pale in
comparison with the mindless use of such
persistent herbicides as 2,4-0 and 2,4,5-T in our
defoliation
operations
in Vietnam.
These
chemicals, now banned as domestic weed-killers,
were never thoroughly
tested before their
introduction into Vietnam in November 1961 as
defoliants in .Operation Ranch Hand (motto:
"Only
We Can Prevent
Forests").
These
chemicals have been used at ten times domestic
strength on defoliation operations, in deposits of
up to 27 pounds . per acre. By August of 1970,
5,517,000 acres in South Vietnam had been
treated with herbicides, and 532,000 acres of
crops had been destroyed;
more than 100
million .pounds of assorted herbicide chemicals
~had been expended, equal to six pounds for each
inhabitant.

(HANSON, from p. 1)

, Rcilroodinq the Panthers
months
and
the
defense
preparations were planned to be
consummated just before trial.
On September eighth we were
told that the judge had changed
his mind and accelerated the
date, to September
14. An
adequate -defense was then
impossible since evidence sent
by us to the state' crime lab
would
not be tested
and
returned by then, and we had
not even been able to meet with
all three defendants together to
discuss trial strategy since Earl
was free on bail ($5,000 raised
by the people), and Jesse and
Booker were in separate jails.
Two of the attorneys had been
involved in other 'trials up until
that date, and had planned on
usinq that
last week for
preparation..
Two pretrial .rnotions were
heard on the 11th. They were:
to challenge the Jury panel as
being drawn from a system
incapable
of
presenting
a
cross-section of the cornrnunitv:
and to seek a dismissal or
continuance
based upon the
pretrial
publicity.
Milwaukee
chooses prospective jurors from
voting lists (thus, as our experts
would attest, disproportionately
representing
the
older,
propertied, and educated; i.e.,
white). The City requires them
to be interviewed and screened
by three kindly old gentlemen,
which results in the exclusion of
almost all Indians, Mexicans,
Blacks, young, and anyone with
beards, long hair, or weird dress.
The
publicity
in
the
newspapers and over radio and
TV
was
immense,
both
pertaining to this case and to
other incidents involving Panther
self-defense
chapters.
(Examples: one editorial in the
Milwaukee Sentinel described
how the Panther Party operates
as a Commie front controlled
from Moscow; another article
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Early questions about the dangers of using
these untested chemicals on such a massive scale
/ in Vietnam were brushed aside by responses such
as that of the Army's Major General M.S.
Davison, to a group of Harvard and M,I.T.
physicians in 1966:
"[They are] restricted to unquestionably
legitimate military requirements. The chemicals
used, such as 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T are those
commonly
used in agriculture
to destroy
weeds ...This'is not chemical or biological warfare
nor is it a precedent for such. It is a relatively
mild method of putting pressure on a ruthless'
enemy."
The Department of Defense has officially
acknowledged the use of herbicides to defoliate
friendly
basecamp
perimeters,
lines
of
communication,
enemy
basecamps
and
infiltration routes, and .to destroy enemy crops.
While removing the natural vegetation from
enemy ambush sites by defoliation has proven
somewhat effective in reducing the incidence of
ambushes, no such cause-effect relationship can
realistically be claimed for the crop destruction
program. While we have claimed that crop
destruction is only undertaken "in remote and
thinly populated areas under Viet Cong control,"
we have in fact destroyed crops' to move the
Vietnamese population out of enemy-controlled
areas and into those controlled by the Saigon
government.
Crop
aestruction
is simply
.ineffective against its declared target, enemy
troops.
A Department of Defense spokesman, asked
by the Senate Armed Services Committee if crop
destruction hadn't resulted in alienation of
civilians, replied: "Most of .the civilians who
might be in the area where crops are grown for
enemy toops are sympathizers, and thus already
alienated."

The trial was, in a sense,
abbreviated, since we had all-day
sessions.
For
instance,
on
Saturday, we ran from 8 a.m.,
until 11 p.m. with hour recesses
for lunch and dinner. The jury
was macabre; average age 47; no
college' backgrounds; one token
Negro.; The . judge asked the
group his ,form questions; Le., has
anyone read or heard anything
about this case?".A1I but a very
few of the 65 empaneled raised
their hands. Thirty-nine were
struck for cause (which I'm told
is the highest number ever in a
jury trial in Milwaukee).
After, this, the witnesses
actually seemed unimportant.
Shroder testified that he had
been shot at. The tactical squad
officers said they arrested the
three and found a shotgun in the
car (no paraffin tests were made
on any of the defendants or on
the car; finger print tests found
one print of Booker, not the one
accused of firing the gun). Two
FBI
agents,
looking
exceptionally clean, rigid, and
smiling constantly at the jurors,
droned on for almost two days
on how pellet G-4 was similar to
pellet
G-ll,
etc.
Another
detective said he found the
pellets
and
measured
and
photographed'
their locations
(none , of which was ever
introduced into evidence) and
that was it.
Since the judqe would not
allow us to present a political
defense,
and
since
the
. defendants
did not wish to

participate in the mockery of
due process, no affirmative
defense was presented. Instead,
we relied on the absolute burden
of prosecution to prove their
case, in all particulars, beyond a
reasonable
doubt.
We made
several motions for a mistrial
and directed verdict. Sandy Karp
delivered a 'closing argument"
emphasizing
the
weakness,
obvious
contradictions,
and
falsifications
throughout
the
police testimony.
The
D.A.
rendered
an
emotional,
screaming, raving,
vengeful inflammatory argument
characterizing the defendants as
heartless, hunters determined to
make the streets of Milwaukee
more dangerous than the front
lines in Vietnem. He directed the
jurors that they would be
traitors to their' country if they
did anything besides finding the
defendants
guilty
on
the
maximum charge. "If you want
combat
in the
streets
of
Milwaukee, then bring in the
patsy verdict."
Vengeance is
mine,
sayeth
the law and
order
candidate.
The jury
recessed to deliberate at about 4
p.m. They reached a verdict at
8:15-both
guilty of attempted
'murder.
They
were
both
sentenced immediately, to the
maximum 30 years each.
Does
"Unsullied
Justice"
come from American courts?

described supposed activities of wanted to ascertain the political
local Panthers buying M-14 rifles beliefs of prospective jurors;
in Madison, which had' been their attitudes on race, the Black
stolen from an armory).
Panther Party, etc. However, the
Next, we,' challenged
the' court. ruled that"'thj~ will not be
lineup identification by Shroder. ' a' political
or
sociological
The defendants testified that
forum.'
.
-they were not advised of their
Then a moment of hilarity.
rights, were forbidden to make Earl Leverette, free on bond,
phone calls, not' iriformedbf
had
become'
somewhat
their right to have an attorney
apprehensive about his prospects
present, and then forced to 'of receiving a fair trial. So when
appear in a stacked showup
we split for lunch, Earl split.
(they' all bore visible signs of When we resumed, the District
their beatings, and wore clothing
Attorney joined.he
defense in
em blazened
with
Panther . moving for a continuance, the
patches).
DA stating his confidence that
the police could recapture Earl
The motion was "successful,"
i.e.,
the
lineup
I.D. was within thirty days. (They still
haven't).
The'
judge
was
suppressed,
since
redfaced-icould
his
perfect
unconstitutionally
conducted;
but an in-court identification of political railroad he spoiled so
Jesse was allowed, based on easily? He recessed for several
hours, and returned with the
"independent
recollection."
pronouncement that his research
Jesse was identified by Shrader'
as not wearing glasses on the had convinced him that the
inherent power of a trial judge
date in question. He requires
would allow him to proceed..
glasses all the time. But a.motion
The railroad resumed. The
to prove his poor eyesight by
means of an eye test was DA's office/ had indicated that
they would normally seek-a plea
denied. '
bargain to the statutory offense
Judge
O'Connell
then
of
endangering
safety
by
announced that for the rest of
conduct regardless of life, which
the trial, only two of the four
maximum of 6 years.
defense attorneys
would
be carries
But this was September in an
allowed at the' 'counsel table,
election year , so the DA tried
banishing Mel Greenberg and
United Givers Fund
the case personally, on the
myself to seats (separated) in the
maximum charge possible.
spectator
gallery behind the
press and the police, making
consultation
during the trial
FRESH SEAFOOD
STUDENT PRICES
virtually impossible.
Also, he announced that there
would be no voir dire by the
customary
method.
Instead,
each' side was to
submit
proposed questions to him by
8:00 a.m, Monday morning, and
he would join those acceptable
2131 PA. AVE., N.W.
TEL. 333-6111
to him with the ten or so
standard
questions
he had
drafted, and voir dire the jury
CLAMS OYSTERS SPICED SHRIMP
himself. Instead of questioning
individuals, he would question a
panel of 65 all at once. We had
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(AEC, from p. 1)

Public Pressure Needed
protection to the health and safety of the public: If
the application is acceptable to the AEC, the
applicant will be 'initially granted a construction
permit' authorizing construction of the facility.
Upon completion of the construction
in
accordance with the construction permit, the
applicant
files amendments
to his
license
application to bring it up to date. Thereupon, a
license to operate the facility will be issued if the
AEC finds that the facility has been constructed
and will operate in accordance with the application,
the provisions of the 1954 act , and the AEC
regulations. 'Satety Determinations
in Nuclear
Power licensing-A
Critical Analysis: Harold P.
Green, Notre Dame Lawyer, vol. 43, no. 5, June,
1968.
Therefore, ,!Jnder the 1954 Act, research and
development took place simultaneously with the
construction of the plant.
Additional amendments were added in 1962 making
a hearing mandatory only at the construction permit
stage, although the AEC must give 30 days notice of
intention to issue an operating license and must grant a
hearing on request, 42 USC 2239 (a) (1964); and
creating one or more Atomic Safety and licensing
Boards to conduct hearings and render decisions, 42
USC 2241 (a) (1964). The Board usually consists of,
two scientists and one lawyer.
However, despite the new amendments,
Mr.
Goodman still characterizes the AEC proceedings as
one big snow job. He believes that, for all practical
purposes, the AEC decisions are made behind closed
doors prior to any public debate. The reasoning behind
this thesis is clear. The ACRS (Advisory Committee
on Reactive Safeguards)
is composed of men who
have direct interest in the power plant industry. They
are often employees of companies who are- under
contract to the utility company applying for -a
construction permit, and this would certainly be a
conflict of interest. Secondly, the ACRS report itself is
injected with so much scientific doubletatk, that it is as
understandable to the public as the inner theories
behind the Krebs Cycle.
Thus we are basically at the mercy of a few scientists
who base their decisions on whether or not to advance
their own cause. Proposals to form a neutral.committee
outside the AEC have gone nowhere. The fact is that
the AEC is extremely powerful, much more so than
even the -inforrned realize. It does not have to pass
through the Rules Committee in Congress. It also has
access 'to the secret portions of the Appropriations

Committee budget. The AEC tells our citizens that we
are in an energy producing crisis and atomic energy is
the only source where an equilibrium can be attained,
but after all, their job is to promote atomic energy.
As related in Perils of the Peaceful Atom, authored
by Elizabeth Hogan and Richard Curtis, the Atomic
Energy Commission issued a study in 1957 which has
come to be known as the Brookhaven Report. This
report attempted to assess the probabilities of nuclear
reactor "incidents" and the Potential consequences. As
many as 3400 people.could be killed, 43,000 injured,
and as much as $7 billion of property damaged. People,
could be killed at distances of 15 miles and injured up
to 45. Land contamination could extend for far greater
distances; agricultural restrictions might prevail over an
area of 150,000 square miles, roughly 5 per cent of the
territory of the continental United States.
Accidents have already occurred. In 1961, a severe
nuclear excursion occurred in a small reactor operated
by military personnel at the AEC's National Reactor
Testing Station in Idaho. Three, of 'the operating
personnel were killed and many ~others received a
significant dose of radiation. The reason for the mishap'
was never found, but that did not prevent further
promotion of nuclear plants. The National Aeronautics
and Space' Administration,
which feels that their
mission is as important to mankind as the AEC, refuses
to risk one astronaut's life until the reason for a
previous accident has been discovered. '
In another
incident the Fermi plant reactor
experienced an accident in October, 1966 that involved
the meltdown of the core. This type of accident has
been evaluated
in PRDC's safety analysis as
"incredible:' The plant was closed for three years.
The experts of probability and statistics-insurance
companies-have
been extremely apprehensive over
issuing coverage to the nuclear power plants, and the
AEChas been forced to initiate their own funds to
cover the plants in case of an accident.
If the trend of the law in the nuclear power area is
to consider public welfare, public opinion must initiate
the process. The judicial system cannot do it alone. A
judge whose science background consists of high school
chemistry has no more ability to determine the safety
of an atomic reactor than anyone else. The people in
this nation must become informed and react to the
AEC campaign. Groups such as the Saginaw Valley
Nuclear Study Group, Citizens Committee for the
Environmental Protection of Michigan" UAW, West
Michiqan Environmental Action Council, and the
University of Michigan Environmental Law Society
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day with the ladies. Of course the most ~inge(lious of all,
however, given the difficulty one'
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to the farmer connected with has in obtaining a patent. The
the process of birth and the special tax treatment for patent
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persons with land containing
iron and coal deposits, to tease
their property. rather than sell it
outright and obtain the capital
gains treatment in that manner.
Given
the
difficulty
in
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and
valuing
underground reserves the seller
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often, at a' disadvantage
in
dealing with mining companies
and their staffs of geologists.
The owner of the property is
usually going to be better off
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tax
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not
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structured to force him into a
sale of his whole interest. Sec.
631 prevents this result.
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("Law Students") have intervened in the Consumers
Power Company application to build two plants in
Michigan. Columbia Law students have entered cases
concerning New York power plants, while citizens of
Astoria, Queens have forced Con Edison to abandon
plans for at least one more plant in that borough of
New York City. Due to citizen protest, the Maryland
Court of Appeals has recently overturned a lower court
decision and said that the Calvert Cliffs nuclear power
plant could not be constructed without prior approval
from the state Public Service Commission.
, The AEC uses such terms as "undue .hazard" and
"reasonable assurance" in determining whether a
construction or operating permit should be granted,
and balance these terms against their subjective
promotion of nuclear power. Perhaps it is the time to
re-evaluate the immediate necessity of this power; a
power which no one as yet can perfectly control. If
there is one area which needs perfection before
releasing its hazards into populated areas it is nuclear
energy.
It is doubtful that the accelerated pace of technical
advancement can alleviate our nation's most pressing
problems. Yet the billions of dollars that are being
,spent in such fields as nuclear development are
subtracting from the money which can be spent to
'terminate hunger and improve education. A change in
our priorities is mandatory.
There has also been ~o proof that other methods to
attain energy will not suffice for the immediate future.
As biologist Dr. Irving Lyon has said: "One of the
dangers is that we are spending so much money on
nuclear power plants that we are not exploiting other
possibilities for generating electricity, such as solar or
, tidal energy."
The answer to why we .sre not more closely
scrutinizing the nuclear power industry, and why we
are not researching other areas for energy is clear. It
has already been mentioned that the AEC is a
proponent
of' nuclear energy, not an objective
evaluating agency. It should also be realized that
atomic energy reactors produce huge stockpiles of
U-235, while other energy sources do not. The
Pentagon relishes these stockpiles, and would be quite
displeased by their reduction; restricting our ability to
produce more bombs. All of the possible consequences
from radiation exposure are still not known, although
even the AEC admits that it is dangerous. Goodman
predicts that by 1985,6000 uranium miners will have
died from overdoses of radiation, and although
American acceptable radiation levels have decreased
over the past forty years, they are still significantly
higher than Great Britain's.
There are presently 17 operating atomic plants
scattered throughout the United States-most of them
near densely populated areas. Eighty-seven more have
been ordered' for construction. The AEC seems to be
content
in .developinq their technology in these
populated areas, but many citizens are not.

UAW Speaker
Mr. Leo Goodman, United Auto Workers
science consultant, will be Urban Law Institute
deputy director Herbert Kane's guest lecturer on
Thursday, December 3 at 2.'10 p.m, in Room 21 at
the National Law' Center. He will discuss the
atomic power plant industry.
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